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Abstract. Many seismic stations currently operating in the republics of the Former Soviet Union (FSU)
continue to operate older electro-mechanical seismometers with digital recorders [1] .....
Аннотация. На многих сейсмических станциях в республиках бывшего СССР продолжают использовать устаревшие электромеханические сейсмометры совместно с цифровыми регистраторами [1] ....

Introduction
The key to the calibration procedure we have developed is the addition of a precision laser position measurement system to track mass position changes of the seismometer......

Theory
For all mechanical seismometers that are pendulum based, it is possible to relate the displacement of the
mass relative to ground motion at any arbitrary frequency, ω, if the free period frequency ωo and the damping
ratio, h, are known, using the equation:
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Calibration Coil
To generate a full system calibration, it is necessary that the seismometer be equipped with a calibration
coil. As our SM-3 and SKM seismometers were not equipped with calibration coils, we fabricated them and
mounted them in such a way as to impart motion onto the pendulum arm of the seismometer (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The LK-031 laser and calibration coil mounted on an SM-3 seismometer

..... Fig. 2 a is a plot showing the relation between the outputs of the seismometer, laser, and function generator....
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Fig. 2: a – Plot showing the relation of the function generator used as the calibration coil input (high amp.),
mass displacement (mid. amp.) and seismometer output (low amp.) from our test SKM instrument;
b – Comparison of ground motion (high amp.) determined from coil position by the laser system
and the integral of the digitized output signal of the SKM seismometer (low amp.)
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